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Springer. Paperback. Condition: New. 236 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 6.1in. x 0.5in.This volume is the
Proceedings of the symposium held at the University of Wyoming in August, 1985, to honor Gail
Young on his seventieth birthday (which actually took place on October 3, 1985) and on the
occasion of his retirement. Nothing can seem more natural to a mathematician in this country than
to honor Gail Young. Gail embodies all the qualities that a mathematician should possess. He is an
active and effective research mathematician, having written over sixty pa pers in topology, ndimensional analysis, complex variables, and miscellanea. He is an outstanding expositor, as his
fine book Topology, written with J. G. Hocking (Addison Wesley, 1961), amply demonstrates. He has
a superlative record in public office of outstanding, unstinting service to the mathematical
community and to the cause of education. But what makes Gail unique and special is that
throughout all aspects of his distinguished career, he has emphasized human values in everything
he has done. In touching the lives of so many of us, he has advanced the entire profession.
Deservedly, he has innumerable friends in the mathematical community, the academic community,
and beyond. This item ships from...
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Reviews
This publication is wonderful. It normally is not going to expense too much. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way in fact it is merely
following i finished reading this publication where actually transformed me, modify the way i really believe.
-- Russell Ada ms DDS
The most e ective publication i ever go through. It really is writter in simple phrases and not hard to understand. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of
looking at a written publication.
-- Ila Pfeffer IV
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